1993 bmw 325

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Right after I contacted
them they responded right away. We set an appointment. I told them I was per approved. No
hassle. Got the car that I went there for. In and out in less then two hours. One of the worst to
deal with when attempting to buy a car or even service no idea what happened but as soon as
my service agent left and there was a shake up it began to go downhill from that point mid The
car is amazing condition. It was very good deal with financing. Professional employees. Thank
you. All I asked was what is the Out-the-door price? Jessica and her team did everything to
make sure I got the suv I wanted with a good interest rate. Asked the dealer if any dealer fee and
they answered no and even asked twice before making the journey to the site in the rain. I got a
lot of attitude just to make sure if this not part of the deal. And guess what as soon as I arrive,
dealer fees, which no one can explain. Waste of time. I contacted the dealership several time
regarding a Mercedesbenz Gls and i event went there but I never got to see the car till they sold
it. Horrible experience do not even bother I warn you!! Asked asked a number of questions and
they never got back to me with the answers they just kept asking can they help us. Charging 8k
on top of the price of the vehicule for dealer fees lol when I asked why, they said did you check
how are these cars in Bmw? What a joke!! I thought they were misleading with their pricing.
Then after I bought a car elsewhere they said they could waive that fee. Met Nick who was a
complete gentleman and helped me get the best price. I was satisfied with the service. The price
after talking to the dealer went from the advertised internet price to almost 6 thousand dollars
more. The vibe was good in the beginning. Then it begin to fade. Told that i was good with my
initial down payment which was 3, and eventually went all the way to 8, Now im good so i
thought, cause thats what i was told. I was also told to get insurance and i could leave with the
car that day. I did so. In the end they asked for 4, more and said i couldnt get approved. You be
the judge. They were easy to work with and put in a needed cataliytic converter at their expense
before I made my purchase. Nice customer service. Melissa was very respectful and
professional. She definitely made the experience seamless and worthwhile. Good deal good
quality really helpful food I love everything about them they patience. Fast, friendly,
knowledgeable service and neat, clean dealership. Will definitely be a repeat customer. We'll
help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and
we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million
shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when
it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're
ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission,
trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see
cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help
with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide.
Best deals first. Authorized BMW Dealer. CarGurus User. Private Seller: General Auto. Tomball,
TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. My BMW d is 6 years old with , miles. Other than normal wear
maintenance and upkeep I have had absolutely no issues. I will continue to be a loyal BMW
buyer in the future. The three series is a good combination of great engineering driving
satisfaction sporty with a little bit of luxury. BMW stands up to its reputation of the ultimate driv
Read more. I drove a Dodge, and a Chevy, before driving this car not my first bimmer btw and
they are NOT problem-free vehicles ei Overall I think this is a nice model year. Why Use
CarGurus? It's hard to find a nice E36 anymore, but this is that -- this car isn't perfect, but it's in
far better shape than the vast majority of E36 models, many of which have been driven hard or
questionably modified. This one touts the handsome sedan body style, it features a manual
transmission, and it has just 66, miles from new -- very low for one of these. The selling dealer
purchased this BMW in October and has added approximately miles to the odometer since. The
seller notes that this E36 is mileage exempt for its Pennsylvania title due to the age of the car as
of January , but that the odometer currently displays roughly 66, miles. Q: Thanks for sharing
this vehicle. Are any mechanical repair and or maintenance receipts available? Living within
driving distance can the car be test driven? A: I replaced the front right wheel speed sensor.
There a few a service records on the carfax, but that is all that I have. You are more than
welcome to come take the car for a drive. Give me a call Q: Neat E Any receipts for the repair
work from the crash? In person, does the white paint look uniform between panels? A: I do not
have any receipts for that. I bought the car the way you see it. Whoever painted it did an
excellent job. Paint match is perfect. A: Radio powers on and changes channels. All buttons
seem to work. There is no sound. More than likely the amplifier is the issue. Common problem.
Q: Do you think that the true mileage of this car is accurate to what is shown on the odometer?
Also, is there a noticeable difference in the way this car drives due to the accident? Q: Is the
cooling system original? Have the rear shock mounts been inspected for cracks? No leaks or
cooling issues. Shock mounts look good. Q: Thanks for the multiple videos showing condition!

Is it possible to post a driving video going through the gears? You just commented and need to
wait a little while before posting again. Although these aren't as popular as the IS models, it's
still a decent car with low mileage. I'm guessing the market isn't quite there for the 4 door
version. Thanks for participating everyone! Better to drive a slow car fast than a fast car slow?
This car is a perfect example of that. New owner is gonna be happy with this. Sell your car with
us! It's easy. Get Started. Sell a Car Daily Email. Exterior Interior All Photos Ended January 26 at
pm Share. Doug's Take It's hard to find a nice E36 anymore, but this is that -- this car isn't
perfect, but it's in far better shape than the vast majority of E36 models, many of which have
been driven hard or questionably modified. This i features the desirable 5-speed manual
transmission. The odometer on this E36 currently displays approximately 66, miles. Factory
equipment on this i includes the Weather Package 1, which adds a limited-slip differential and
heated seats. Additional features include leather upholstery, power-adjustable front seats, a
power sunroof, air conditioning, cruise control, and more as listed below. Introduced in the U.
The i was slotted below the M3 as having the second most powerful engine available on the E36
platform until the i model was released in Power comes from an "M50" 2. The engine spins the
rear wheels via a 5-speed manual transmission. Equipment Weather Package 1 heated seats,
limited-slip differential, heated side mirrors Onboard computer V 8-function display with
average fuel economies, average speed, distance to destination, estimated time of arrival, range
on remaining fuel, programmable speed limit, stopwatch 5-speed manual transmission inch
Style 6 alloy wheels Power sunroof Leather upholstery Power-adjustable front seats Folding
rear seats Air conditioning Cruise control BMW cassette radio with speaker sound system.
Known Flaws The Carfax history report in the photo gallery indicates that this i was involved in
an accident in May that resulted in damage to the front and left front as well as the car being
towed. This accident is not reflected on the included Autocheck history report. The seller notes
that the front bumper, hood, and front fenders appear to have been painted. Stone chips on
front end Cracked left fog light lens Hood not completely flush on driver's side Cracking seals
on door handles Crack on corner of rear bumper Some curb marks on wheels Stain on driver's
side rear seat Radio display screen is faded and powers on, but no sound comes through Some
rust in engine bay near positive battery terminal pictured in gallery. Ownership History The
selling dealer purchased this BMW in October and has added approximately miles to the
odometer since. Seller Notes The seller notes that this E36 is mileage exempt for its
Pennsylvania title due to the age of the car as of January , but that the odometer currently
displays roughly 66, miles. RVA2nd Reputation Icon 2. Reputation Icon 2 View answer.
Coloradical Registered Bidder Reputation Icon Reputation Icon 1 View answer. Q: It says no
sound comes through Reputation Icon 0 View answer. MasterDebator Reputation Icon Q: Is the
hood, kidney and headlight mi
2009 vw jetta tdi owners manual
one wire alternator wiring diagram chevy
2001 saturn sc2
salignment due to the accident? A: I'm not sure. This is the way I bought it. A: There are no
structural issues or damage. A: Yes, Carfax verifies the mileage is correct. Car drives perfect.
Does it blow cold? R from the factory. Boilermaker Registered Bidder Reputation Icon
Reputation Icon 0 Not yet answered. Reserve not met, bid to. Add a Comment PolestarT6
Reputation Icon 14h. Thought the price was fair on this low spec example. Reputation Icon 2
Reply Flag as inappropriate. Reputation Icon 3 Reply Flag as inappropriate. Reputation Icon 1
Reply Flag as inappropriate. Cadman Registered Bidder Reputation Icon 7. Reputation Icon 10
Reply Flag as inappropriate. Re: Sporkwrench Agreed! Gotta be super close. Re:
presidentialbaptist can't imagine it would be too high of an asking price. Sporkwrench
Registered Bidder Reputation Icon 16h. Reputation Icon 4 Reply Flag as inappropriate.
Reputation Icon 4 Reply. Reputation Icon 5 Reply Flag as inappropriate. V8 Reputation Icon 16h.
Ending soon.

